Data Protection &
Privacy

Expertise
An Intelligent Approach
Data Protection & Privacy by Design as your competitive advantage.
Demonstrating commitment to data protection and
privacy could be a key competitive differentiator for
your business. Building confidence and trust with
customers is crucial for strong, ongoing relationships,
which in turn drive innovation and profitability.
At Preiskel & Co, we provide our clients with the
insight, information, and analysis necessary for them
to discharge their responsibilities as they relate to
data protection compliance.
We help our clients to develop a competitive
advantage which stems from their core values,
culture, and passion for delivering innovative
business and technology solutions around the world.
We will work with you to establish clear and
achievable goals and outcomes which support your
business. These can form the basis for the data
protection compliance documentation which we
provide, such as:
Data protection compliance plans and roadmaps;
Privacy notices and cookie policies;
Data protection compliance arrangements to
regulate personal data transfers outside the EEA
and the UK;
Privacy impact assessments;
Records of processing activities;
Information security policies;
Social media, IT, and CCTV policies;
Data breach (incident response) policies;
Internal privacy notices for personnel (employees,
workers, and contractors) and candidates;
Data breach responses and notification policies;
Data subject request responses and policies;
Data processing agreements or addenda; and
Data protection training and compliance audits.
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Expertise
In Depth Experience
Preiskel & Co's experienced data protection lawyers have notable expertise in
complex data protection issues.
COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
We review, negotiate, and draft a wide
range of commercial contracts, always with
a view to minimising any potential risks
arising from other parties, consumers, and
regulatory authorities.

CONSUMER PRIVACY
We have advised a cloud-based platformas-a-service company on privacy issues
relating to audio recordings, data retention,
security procedures, and privacy notices
for consumer websites.

DATA BREACHES
We have advised a digital rights agency
following a suspected security incident on
their reporting obligations to national
regulators and customers.

DATA AUDITS
We have assisted a leading e-commerce
provider in mapping their domestic and
cross-border data flows to identify
compliance gaps. We then worked closely
with the client to implement our
recommendations in accordance with data
protection and privacy legislation.

DATA SUBJECT REQUESTS
We have assisted an international fashion
brand client with data subject requests by
drafting policies and standard responses
for customers seeking to exercise their right
of access and right to be forgotten. We
also provide bespoke advice on unusual
data subject requests on a case-by-case
basis.
INTERNATIONAL TRANSFERS
We have provided fin-tech companies with
the advice and solutions required to
facilitate transfers of personal data out of
the UK and EEA.

DAY-TO-DAY ADVICE
We support our clients with their day-today compliance issues, and provide realtime advice on the practical issues which
affect their business.
EMPLOYEES AND HR
We have worked with an international hotel
chain to update internal staff policies,
including recruitment and HR documents,
acceptable use, and monitoring policies.
UPDATES AND TRAINING
We update out clients on relevant legal and
industry developments which may be of
interest to them. We also provide tailored
and in-person training on various privacy
topics on request.
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Expertise
Compliance Toolkit
Our proven methodology and services are designed to address and mitigate key
legal and commercial risks.
DATA MAPPING / AUDIT
A business must first understand the
types of personal data they process,
together with the source of that data.
They must also determine in which
instances they will be acting as a data
'controller' or 'processor'.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND GOVERNANCE
We help our clients to determine the
lawful basis for processing data, and
provide practical solutions to embed data
protection
compliance
within
the
organisation.
REMEDIATION
Working together, we determine which
of our clients' current policies need to be
updated or replaced. We will also
recommend policies or processes that
may be missing.
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COMMERCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
We review the arrangements our clients
have with vendors and suppliers, the
ways in which data is transferred in and
out of the organisation, and in and out of
the EEA and UK. We review the risks
present in their existing contracts, and
provide additional or alternative wording
to ensure they are compliant with data
protection laws.
UPDATES / ONGOING COMPLIANCE
We advise our clients on how to maintain
records to demonstrate their compliance,
and how to handle data subject requests.
We provide ongoing support for
continued
compliance,
and
offer
guidance or training as needed.

The Data Protection Team
Jose Saras
Partner
Jose is a partner at Preiskel & Co and is dual qualified in
England and Spain. He has significant international
experience advising clients on telecoms, technology, and data
protection law. He also advises on the communications
regulatory legal framework. He is an expert in telecoms,
privacy, encryption, and interception.
jsaras@preiskel.com
+44 20 7332 5651

Joanna Coombs-Huang
Associate
Joanna is an English-qualified lawyer at Preiskel & Co who
specialises in cross-border commercial contracts, international
telecommunications advice, and data protection. Joanna has a
strong international academic background, holding an Honours
degree in Political Science and Classics from Queens University
Canada, followed by an English law degree and other
professional qualifications.
jcoombs-huang@preiskel.com
+44 20 7332 5659

Xavier Prida
Associate
Xavier Prida is a Mexican-qualified lawyer at Preiskel & Co.
He specialises in data privacy and multi-jurisdictional media,
technology, and commercial contracts. Before joining Preiskel
& Co, Xavier worked as Legal Director for the digital division
of an international media conglomerate and one of the largest
Spanish content producers in the world.

xprida@preiskel.com
+44 20 3828 2485
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